
Daphine Table Lamp

Designer:Tommaso Cimini

Manufacturer:Lumina Italia

£661

DESCRIPTION

Daphine Table Lamp by Tommaso Cimini for Lumina Italia.

The Daphine Table Lamp epitomizes Lumina's core essence. Its genesis is a bri l l iantly uncomplicated yet highly

effective concept: a swivell ing diffuser, a f lexible arm consisting of two segments, and an electromechanical

transformer atop a cylindrical base flanked by metall ic caps. The lamp was first created in 1975 by Tommaso Cimini,

in his modest workshop in Sedriano (Milan province), uti l izing machines meticulously retrofitted for this very

purpose.

The idea behind the design can be traced back to Tommaso Cimini 's design philosophy—"Lots of l ight, not much

lamp"—a principle that remains at the heart of al l  products bearing Lumina's prestigious name.

With a rich history of production and widespread application, the Daphine lamp has proven its versati l i ty in an array

of public and private sett ings. From adorning reading desks in l ibraries and enhancing the ambience of pianos to

gracing jewellery display counters and prestigious fashion brand storefronts, the Daphine lamp has demonstrated its

adaptabil i ty.
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Undoubtedly, the Daphine stands as a ' l ighting design icon,' a distinction it has earned over the years. Its presence

in esteemed collections across the globe, including those of prominent design and contemporary art museums l ike

the Brooklyn Museum and Judd Foundation in New York, the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, the Neue

Sammlung in Munich, and the Triennale in Milan, further solidif ies its iconic status.

DIMENSIONS

Base: 11dia x 10cmh

Arms: 35cm/40cm

Please refer to the product specif ication in the Product Downloads area for more details.

MATERIALS

Available in the fol lowing colours:

Black Soft-Touch

Black Classic

Matt Red

Matt White

Matt Yellow

Metall ic Bronze

Brushed Nickel

Yellow Gold Brushed

Light source:

9W LED, 2700K or 3000K

Dimming:

2-step or continuous dimming

(settable on the base)

Note:
A 2700K l ight emits a cosy, yellow-toned glow, while a 3000K l ight provides a crisp, white l ight. The 3000K l ighting

is ideal for l ively spaces such as home offices, hallways, bathrooms, and kitchens.

The 2700K l ights are better suited for areas where a warm and relaxing ambiance is desired, l ike the l iving room,

dining room, and bedroom.
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